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TESTING OF THE LEVEL DENSITY SEGMENT OF THE RIPL
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ABSTRACT

A comparison between RIPL phenomenological state density parameterizations
and microscopical state density (SD) codes was performed for nickel and
samarium isotopes. All the codes were shown to be complete. More work is
needed on calculation of the collective enhancement of the level densities to
improve currently used phenomenological recipes. It was shown that
phenomenological closed formulae for particle-hole state density fails to
describe microscopical calculation for magic nuclei. For deformed nuclei, like
Sm-152, the agreement of Williams closed formulae considering Kalbach
pairing correction with microscopical SD calculations was very good.

This work was devoted to the testing of microscopical level density codes contained in the
RIPL library and comparison of the phenomenological parameterizations recommended by
RIPL with the results of microscopical calculation. The back-shifted Fermi gas'(BSFG) and
the generalized superfluidlim'lv(GSM) models were employed as phenomenological
parameterizations of the level and state densities. Microscopical OBNINSK_MICROV and
CAINvl codes were used for total state density calculation. The former is a statistical
microscopical code included in the RIPL, the second one is the Monte Carlo code for state
density calculations recently developed by our group. For particle-hole state density
calculations, subroutines extracted from the AVRIGEANUV" package (also included in the
RIPL) were used and compared with the results of the RIPL microscopical CAPOTE_MICRO
codevm. This is a preliminary report of the work done.

Three papers on related subjects were presented by a collective of authors, including myself,
in Varenna and Bologna Conferences in May-June 2000 and will be published in the
Proceedings of these conferences. The titles of these contributions are:
• "Damping of the collective enhancement of the level density for thorium isotopes"
• "Realistic intrinsic state densities for deformed nuclei"
• "On the collective enhancement of level densities of transitional nuclei"
We are going to present some figures to highlight the most important conclusions.
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Figure 1. Comparison of phenomelogical and microscopical total LD codes from REPL for
Sm-148

The BSFG and GS model parameters from REPL were using to calculate the total state density
for spherical nucleus Sm-148. Good agreement between these phenomenological approaches
is observed. Also are shown the results of microscopical calculations of the same magnitude
using OBNISNK-MICRO RIPL code. Nix-Moeller single particle level (SPL) schemes'" were
used in this calculation. The intrinsic state density is well below the phenomenological curves
showing the importance of the collective enhancement. However the phenomenological
collective enhancement model included in the OBNISNK_MICRO code seems to
overestimate the vibrational enhancement for this nucleus.
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Figure 2. Comparison of phenomelogical LD parameters from RIPL with MC LD code for
Sm-152

The BSFG and GS model parameters from RIPL were using to calculate the total state density
for well-deformed nucleus Sm-152. The agreement is worse, than for Sm-148, showing that
GSM will predict much lower level density at energies higher than 40 MeV. Also are shown
the results of microscopical calculations of the same magnitude using CAINVI, a Monte Carlo
code for state density calculations recently developed in our group. Nix-Moeller single
particle level (SPL) schemes were used in this calculation. Again the calculated intrinsic state
density is below the phenomenological curves till 20 MeV, showing then similar behaviour. It
is evident the importance of the collective enhancement for a proper description of the state
densities in the whole energy range.
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PARTICLE-HOLE STATE DENSITIES

In figure 3 one-particle-one hole and two particle-two holes state densities were calculated for
a nickel proton system, featuring a magic number of protons equal to 28. The Williams
formula's" values obtained with conventional single-particle level density g=A/13 is shown
together with the results for g calculated from a value of level density parameter a given by a
BSFG model. Also are shown the results of microscopical calculations using RIPL
CAPOTE_MICRO code, a combinatorial code for particle-hole state density calculations.
Nix-Moeller single particle level (SPL) schemes were used in this calculation. As can be seen,
especially for the two-particles-two holes case, the threshold behaviour of the microscopical
calculations can not be reproduced by any closed formulae, no matter what parameter value
you are using. On the other hand, well above the threshold (from 9 MeV for 2p-2h densities)
agreement between microscopical and closed formulae results is improved when using
phenomenological derived value for the single-particle level density.
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Figure 3. Particle-hole state densities calculation for nickel (Z=28)

In figure 4 one-particle-one hole and two particle-two holes state densities were calculated for
a samarium 152 neutron system, featuring a number of neutrons equal to 62. The Williams
formula's" values considering Kalbach's pairing correction1" are shown together with the
results of microscopical calculations using RIPL CAPOTE_MICRO code. Nix-MoellerError!
Unknown switch argument, and ETFSIxn single particle level (SPL) schemes were used in this
calculation. The agreement between results from different SPL schemes is very good. Only
slight difference in the first energy bin exists, probably because not exactly the same pairing
treatment was used in each calculation. As can be seen the Williams closed formula
considering Kalbach's pairing correction gives an excellent description of the microscopical
calculations for this non-magic well-deformed neutron system.
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Figure 4. Particle-hole state densities calculation for samarium-152 (N=62)

CONCLUSIONS

All the microscopical RIPL codes were shown to be complete. No dependence on the used
SPL scheme was observed in microscopical calculations. More work is needed on calculation
of the collective enhancement of the level densities to improve currently used
phenomenological recipes. It was shown that phenomenological closed formulae for particle-
hole state density fails to describe microscopical calculation for magic nuclei. For deformed
nuclei, like Sm-152, the agreement of Williams closed formulae considering Kalbach pairing
correction with microscopical SD calculations was very good.
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